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By Master Vaughn 

Have you ever told anyone that your 
dojang teaches “Traditional Martial Arts”?  Do 
you know what the advantages are in 
studying at a traditional dojang?  Let’s look at 
just a few things it can do for you. 

Number one, training at a traditional 
dojang gives one much broader benefits than 
non-traditional schools.  Traditional teaching 
places emphasis on three aspects of the 
individual’s training: mind, body, and spirit.  
In a traditional school, the chief goal is to 
improve as a human being, through a strict 
discipline of physical training, and a desire 
for enlightenment (wisdom).  Sadly this is not 
the case in non-traditional schools.  In non-
traditional schools, the emphasis is on self-
defense, and winning at competition, and not 
spending too much time on becoming a 
better person. 

In a traditional style, the lineage of 
instruction can be traced back through the 
centuries, handed down from master to 
master in an unbroken chain.  We have a 
real Grandmaster who trained under a real 

Grandmaster, one who did it the old fashion 
way—he earned it.  In the WTSDA, rank is 
not something that is handed out randomly.  
It must be earned through endless hours of 
physical training and through contributions to 
the Association and to the art.  It takes a 
higher commitment to excellence. 

Tang Soo Do is unequaled in its 
effectiveness as a self-defense system, but 
the self-defense is only a side benefit.  The 
true value through this discipline is finding 
out about whom you are; your weaknesses 
and your strengths.  It is also about helping 
others find their way along this path to 
wisdom and positive attitude. 

Martial art training can help in most all 
areas of one’s life, if taken seriously.  The joy 
of self-discovery cannot be explained; it must 
be experienced to really appreciate.  Be 
proud your school is traditional.  Take 
advantage of this ancient way of learning.  
Get all you can out of the program by taking 
your education seriously, and through all-out 
effort. 

Are you going to the 2010 WTSDA 
World Championship in Greensboro, North 
Carolina?  The championship is sure to be a 
memorable event, with competitors from 
around the world, demonstrations and 
entertainment, camaraderie, and the once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity to watch a major 
historical event in our Association—
Grandmaster Shin’s promotion to 9th Dan!  
There will also be a cookout on Sunday, July 
18 on the land where the WTSDA 
headquarters will be built in Burlington, NC. 

If you’ve already decided to go, don’t 
forget to make your hotel reservations soon.  

The WTSDA has negotiated special rates 
with four different hotels in Greensboro; 
details are available in the October 2009 
issue of the WTSDA Newsletter and on the 
What’s Happening page of the Vaughn’s 
Dojang website (click on “Show events for 
July”). 

And if you haven’t yet decided whether 
you are going to the championship, seriously 
consider it.  Anyone who has attended other 
World Championships can tell you it’s an 
experience you won’t want to miss! 

WTSDA World Championship Reminder 

July 16-17, 2010 
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 For the past nine years, our students 
have made an extra effort to donate to our 
annual collection for the Bethesda Project 
in December.  Thanks to your generosity 
we are helping the Bethesda Project 
accomplish their mission, “To find and 
care for the abandoned poor and to be 

family with those who have none.”  Even 
in these difficult economic times we 
collected several boxes of items including 
sweat shirts, gloves, T-shirts, soap, 
razors, shaving cream, underwear, etc.  
As you can tell, the homeless only asked 
for items to help them get through the 

day.  The Bethesda Project provides 
shelter, food, and other resources to the 
homeless in Philadelphia.  In many ways 
our Dojang is like a family.  It is nice to 
see our family helping others in need.  
THANK YOU!! 

Thank You from the Bethesda Project 

By Frank Altiere, Sah Dan 
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 Early this past Thanksgiving morning, 
I drove to North Philadelphia’s Our 
Brother’s Place homeless shelter with Mr. 
Altiere, Mr. Tyson (Mr. Altiere’s neighbor), 
and Mr. Vu.  We made the annual trip to 
serve breakfast to people far less 
fortunate than ourselves. 

 Upon arriving and signing in, we were 
split into two working groups.  Mr. Vu and 
Mr. Altiere were asked to wade through 
the veritable mountain of donated canned 
goods to organize like items and put them 
away in the store room.  Mr. Tyson and I 
donned aprons, hair nets, and rubber 
gloves to help make breakfast, begin 
preparing for the Thanksgiving dinner 
later that day, and get a head start on the 
next day’s meals.  The local Olive Garden 
restaurant had donated their leftovers 

from the previous day, which we 
combined into a soup of sorts. 

 While Mr. Vu and Mr. Altiere were 
organizing canned goods, Mr. Tyson and I 
learned how to set up cold cereal 
breakfasts.  Each person is given a choice 
of two boxes of cereal or a hot breakfast.  
By this time, more than 300 gentlemen 
were already waiting, and we expected a 
dozen or so walk-ins.  Much to my 
amazement, the men lined up in a very 
orderly fashion and patiently awaited their 
turn.  The volunteers have implemented a 
zero tolerance policy for misbehaving, and 
there was very little of it.  Our Brother’s 
Place definitely has things under control. 

 I didn’t really know what to expect 
from the homeless at the shelter.  The fact 

is, the gentlemen I helped serve were 
very appreciative of us for donating our 
time.  Most offered their thanks and 
wished us a happy Thanksgiving.  I had a 
wonderful visit, and truly appreciate the 
opportunity to do something meaningful 
for other people.  Living in the suburbs 
with a good job, and easy access to 
restaurants and grocery stores, we rarely 
see the faces of the poor and hungry.  But 
for the grace of God, we lead our lives not 
worrying about where our next meal will 
come from. 

 I plan on going 
back next year, and 
hope to encourage 
others to do the 
same. 

Testing Your Knowledge 

By Susan Thompson, Cho Dan 

But for the Grace of God, It’s Not Me5 
By Rick Braun, 2nd Gup 

1. Which Dynasty united Korea’s three kingdoms in the year 668 AD? 

a. Koguryo b Silla c. Yi d. Paekche 

2. The monk who originated the Five Codes of Tang Soo Do was... 

a. Won Kwang b. Wang Kun c. Shim Kong d. Muyong Chung 

3. Which of the following is not one of the Seven Tenets of Tang Soo Do? 

a. Perseverance b. Integrity c. Serious Approach d. Humility 

4. The name of the World Tang Soo Do Association flag is... 

a. Tae Keuk Ki b. Hyup Hoi c. Kukgi d. Hyup Hoi Ki 

5. The Korean term for internal power exercise is... 

a. Weh Kong b. Chon Kyung c. Nae Kong d. Shim Kong 

6. The warlord who overthrew the Silla Dynasty in 918 AD was... 

a. Won Kwang b. Hang Jung c. Hwang Kee d. Wang Kun 

7. Grandmaster Shin came to the United States in... 

a. 1982 b. 1968 c. 1958 d. 1936 

8. The meaning of the blue belt is... 

a. Mastery, calmness, and dignity c. Maturity, respect, and honor 

b. Stability and wisdom   d. Attention and control 

9. The Korean term for endurance is... 

a. In Neh b. Chung Shin Tong Il c. Kyum Son d. I Ma 

10. In the Korean flag, the symbol with the two solid bars and a broken bar in the middle represents... 

a. Fire b. Earth c. Water d. Heaven 

Answers: 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. d 5. c 6. d 7. b 8. c 9. a 10. a 
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 In July 2009, the Executive Council of 
Vaughn’s Dojang (Sam Dans) met at the 
Freedoms Foundation to discuss the 
current state of the Dojang, and to plan for 
future success.  The outputs of the day, 
and plans for moving forward, were in turn 
discussed and approved with Master 
Vaughn for implementation. 

 Any planning process starts with a 
situational analysis based on data.  The 
Dojang has not been immune from the 
economic downturn of the past 18 
months, seeing drops in both the Gup and 
Dan populations that mirror the national 
recession.  Looking at the attendance 
data in more detail reveals that while we 
are doing a reasonable job of retaining 
students past Orange belt, we were not 
adding new students at the previous rate.  
In addition, we were losing students most 
acutely in the white belt ranks.  The net 
effect is a shift in the rank structure of the 
entire studio—compared to 2005, the 
studio is top heavy with senior Gup ranks, 
lacking in lower Gup ranks, and down 
markedly in overall numbers of students.  
The dynamic of student loss has been a 
steady decline in numbers over 
approximately the past 24 months.  
Fortunately, the most recent data 
suggests that we may have arrested the 
fall in numbers, holding fairly steady for 
fourth quarter 2009.  We expect this 
rebound to continue in 2010 as we focus 
on our planning efforts. 

 We also used additional data 
available to us from the 2007 Gup 
Satisfaction Survey, which identified for us 
what the key shareholder values are of 
our students: 

• Adult student key values: 

− Camaraderie 

− Ability to train with family 

− Invested instructors 

− Lower added costs  

− Low student to instructor ratio, 
individualized instruction 

− Standardization on class syllabus 

• Youth student key values: 

− People to people interactions 

− Caring instructors 

− Sparring 

− Separation from much younger 
students 

− More one-on-one time with 
instructors 

 Finally the group performed a SWOT 
analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats) designed to 
examine the environmental dynamics of 
the studio, both external and internal.  
Many items were bulleted under each of 
the SWOT categories; some of these 
included: 

• Strengths (Internal) 

− Location 

− Family Atmosphere 

− Part of a Global Association 

• Weaknesses (Internal) 

− Lack of refill in lower ranks 

− Operating costs 

• Opportunities (External) 

− Area companies 

− High population density location 

• Threats (External) 

− Continued economic downturn 

− College attrition 

− Competition for share of wallet 

 Based on the situational analysis, 
shareholder values, and SWOT analysis, 
the group then set about creating a 
strategic alignment as diagramed below to 
generate goals: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal 1 seeks to increase our 
student population and is being led 
by Mrs. Winsko.  Actions being 
implemented or considered under 
Goal 1 include hosting open houses, 
enhancing the website and brochures, 
flexible pricing options, area 
marketing, corporate programs, and 
consistent branding. 

Goal 2 seeks to increase retention 
and is being led by Mr. Lipstein.  
Actions being implemented or 
considered under Goal 2 include 
revision and revitalization of the 
mentor program, revitalize and 
reorient the instructors’ class, and 
develop the 11:15 Saturday BB class 
as a specialized young adult class. 

Goal 3 seeks to increase the quality 
of the Vaughn’s Dojang experience 
and is being led by Dr. Rosenkrans.  
Actions being implemented or 
considered under Goal 3 include 
revision and standardization of the 
class syllabus, enhancing the Tiny 
Tiger program, creating special class 
offerings, changing the Gup promotion 
syllabus, and enhancing the 
introductory process. 

 Perhaps most importantly, the group 
reaffirmed the belief that our mission 
statement for Vaughn’s Dojang is still 
valid: 

Vaughn’s Dojang was established to 
provide quality instruction in the 
ancient art of Tang Soo Do and to 
help students improve their 
appreciation of life through the 
development of physical and cognitive 
skills. The results of the education 
embraced by this program lead to a 
more focused and disciplined outlook 
in life. Students will become strong 
mentally, physically, and in spirit as 
reward for their efforts. It shall be our 
goal to create a fun environment 
conducive to learning, where 
instructors are respected and students 
are cared for. 

 

 

 

 You may already have noticed some 
changes coming about as a result of 
these goals, and you can expect to see 
more as implementation proceeds in 
2010.  You may also be asked to work on 
one of these initiatives as we all seek to 
move Vaughn’s Dojang forward into an 
exciting future.  Please consider helping 
us where you can. 

Vaughn’s Dojang 

Planning for Future Success 

By Dr. Wayne A. Rosenkrans, Jr., Sam Dan 

Processes 

and Actions 

Vaughn's 
Dojang 

Shareholder 

Values 

Measures 

Objectives 

or Goals 
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BUSINESS NEWS: Local karate 

master receives honor from 

grandmaster 
 

 AUDUBON — Local studio owner and master of Tang 

Soo Do Chuck Vaughn recently was honored with the 

presentation of matching swords from Hapkido giant Ji Han Jae 

to confirm his promotion to 6th degree of Black Belt in the art 

of Hapkido.  The presentation of swords and certificate is an 

ancient custom in martial arts of a bonding friendship between 

practitioners, and in establishing a lasting relationship between 

instructor and student. 

 "I am very fortunate to have this opportunity to train with 

such a luminary in our business," Vaughn said.  "It is the 

chance of a lifetime." 

 Grandmaster Ji is known internationally as the man who 

brought Hapkido to the west. 

 Vaughn's Dojang, Valley Forge Martial Arts, is one of 

three schools where Grandmaster Ji has chosen to teach in his 

later years. 

 Vaughn has been teaching martial arts for the past 39 years 

under Grandmaster Jae C. Shin.  He is a former Army Ranger, 

who served in Vietnam (earning Ranger Tab, Parachute Wings, 

a CIB, and two Bronze Stars), getting his first brush with 

martial arts there while working for the Korean Roc Marine's 

White Horse Division. 

 Vaughn has been featured in Black Belt magazine several 

times, once in 1985 for being a member of a five-man team 

invited to the Shaolin Temple by the China Sports Association.  

He is the author of "The Legacy," a history of the World Tang 

Soo Do Association, and a freelance writer for Tae Kwon Do 

Times magazine. 

 To learn more, call 610-676-0691 or visit Vaughn's web 

site, vaughnsdojang.com. 

The following article appeared in the December 6, 2009 edition of the Pottstown Mercury. 

 The journey to Black Belt and beyond 
moves on a road that will have some 
bumps in it.  As one advances in rank, 
responsibilities increase, the attention to 
protocol becomes more important, and 
one’s role in the dojang changes.  Several 
years ago, Vaughn’s Dojang implemented 
a mentoring program to help students 
through this transition.  This program was 
very successful, but now needs to be 
updated as there have been many 
personnel changes over the past years.  
Students who were Cho Dan Bos when 
the program was launched are now Sam 
Dans, and some of the instructors who 
were mentors have moved away.  These 
changes offered the opportunity to 
enhance the program, and start a new 
cycle. 

 The new mentoring program went 
into full effect on February 1st.  The 
program has many of the features of the 
past program, including the ability of the 

student to choose his or her mentor.  This 
freedom of choice is important in order to 
establish the level of trust necessary 
between mentor and student.  The mentor 
will be the one to whom the student turns 
first whenever there are questions about 
the student’s responsibilities or training 
progress. 

 There are some changes to the past 
program.  The prior mentoring program 
covered Cho Dan Bo through E Dan.  The 
new program extends to first gups, and is 
intended to help them prepare for their 
Cho Dan Bo test.  The new program also 
requires mentors to be more proactive in 
communication with their students.  In the 
past, most communication came from 
questions the students would have.  Now 
the mentors will be meeting with their 
students at least twice a year (usually 
around the time of the Black Belt 
maintenance tests) to review progress, 
answer questions, and make sure the 

students are prepared for their next rank. 

 The success of the new program will 
depend on both mentors and students.  
Mentors should demonstrate a true desire 
to see their students succeed, and should 
be proactive in that process.  Students 
should bring any and all problems they 
have to their mentors before little 
problems become big ones.  While the 
program is designed to let students 
choose their mentors, it’s probably not a 
good idea to choose your instructor as 
your mentor, in the event that issues arise 
between you and your instructor. 

 If, at any time, anyone has any issues 
with the program, his or her mentor (or, if 
a mentor, his or her student), please see 
either Mr. Altiere or me.  We look forward 
to the continued success of the mentoring 
program. 

New Mentoring Program Debuts 
By Sandy Lipstein, Sah Dan  
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 Two years ago, several Vaughn’s 
Dojang Black Belts and Cho Dan Bos, 
myself included, began training with the 
founder of Sin Moo Hapkido, Doju-Nim 
Ji, Han Jae.  Hapkido is a Korean martial 
art that focuses on self-defense and kick 
techniques, and these techniques are 
very complementary to those that we 
learn in Tang Soo Do.  It has truly been 
an honor to train with Grandmaster Ji, and 
recently, a number of us were given 

another honor—we received the rank of 
Cho Dan in Sin Moo Hapkido, and Mr. 
Salas received the rank of E Dan. 

 For anyone interested in learning 
Hapkido, there is great news.  Starting in 
February, Master Vaughn is offering a 
Hapkido class on all but the last Saturday 
of each month from 9 to 10 AM.  This 
class, which will be taught by Master 
Vaughn, Mr. Altiere, Mr. Lipstein, and 

Mr. Salas, is open to all ranks of students 
age 13 and up currently training at 
Vaughn’s Dojang, whether Gup or Dan.  
I would encourage everyone to take 
advantage of this great opportunity to 
learn another martial art that will nicely 
supplement Tang Soo Do training.  If you 
are interested and want to learn more 
about this opportunity, please see your 
instructor or Master Vaughn. 

Hapkido Training at Vaughn’s Dojang 

By Scott Thompson, Ph.D., Cho Dan 

 Have you visited the Vaughn's 
Dojang website lately (at 
www.vaughnsdojang.com)?  As most of 
you know, we launched a completely 
redesigned website in January 2009 to 
give our home on the web a fresh, 
modern look.  Initially, our website was 
focused primarily on providing information 
to current Vaughn's students.  Over the 
last two months we've made some 
additional changes to help attract new 
students to our dojang.  The first change 
was the addition of the slide show on the 
home page.  People visiting our website 
for the first time can now get a glimpse 
inside our dojang and see all the fun we're 
having during our classes and at dojang 

events (such as the In-House 
tournaments).  The most recent change 
was the addition of the Instructor Profiles 
page.  This page provides a photo and 

short profile of each of the Vaughn's 
instructors.  If you haven't checked out the 
profiles yet, be sure to visit the page soon 
and learn more about the impressive 
group of instructors at Vaughn's Dojang.  
In the not-too-distant future, we'll be 
adding pictures to the Audubon, 
Phoenixville, and Pottstown pages to 
showcase the classes at each of our 
three locations.  As always, our website 
continues to be a source of valuable 
information for students, parents, and 
instructors, so be sure to visit it 
regularly—especially to check out the 
scrolling Upcoming Events section on the 
home page and the What's Happening 
page (under News & Events). 

Website Updates 
by Rick Mentley, Sam Dan 

Hapkido Promotions 

Pictured: Mr. Ken Manuszak, Mrs. Kristen Winsko, Dr. Brad Feuston, Dr. Scott Thompson, 
Master Vaughn, Mr. Ray Salas, Mr. Frank Altiere, Mr. Sandy Lipstein, Dr. David Painter, 
Ms. Jane Maher, Mr. Rick Mentley 

Not Pictured:  Dr. Wayne Rosenkrans, Mr. Brandon Mentley 
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My Best 
By Lauren Cox, Cho Dan 

 
 Recently, I took a black belt test for my E Dan, or second degree black belt.  At the test, I had to 
step out and could not finish the testing session.  The reason for stepping out was because I was sick 
and not feeling too well.  Making this decision was terribly difficult to do, but I did. 
 I stepped out once for about two minutes and insisted on joining back into the testing group.  
Once I went out to re-join the group, I began to feel faint.  I was told afterwards that I had lost all color 
from my face, and would have probably passed out if I had not stepped down.  So I asked permission 
from the testing panel to step out.  At the time, I was terribly angry at myself for not pushing to keep 
going, but now that I reflect on it, I realize that I stepped out for a good reason. 

I wanted the panel to see me at my best, not for them to see me struggling to keep going.  I 
wanted the panel to pass me with flying colors; not for them to pass me because I did the bare 
minimum.  I wanted to pass knowing that I gave my all and left it all out on the floor. 
 So, yes, I did have to step out of my second degree black belt test, but I know that when it is 
time for me to test again that I will be able to pass with flying colors.  The panel will see me at my best, 
not my worst.  I am ready to face this challenge, once again, head on.  Tang Soo! 
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 The 2009 Vaughn’s Dojang holiday 
party was held on December 20th at the 
Spring Ford Country Club.  The “Blizzard 
of 2009” made the country club look more 
like a winter wonderland and with music 
provided by Mrs. Salas, all present quickly 
caught the holiday spirit. 

 The holiday party gives us all a 
chance to reflect back on the year and our 
accomplishments as individuals and a 
studio.  We also have the opportunity to 
spend more time with our “Tang Soo Do 
Family” in a more relaxed environment. 

 The events of the evening were 
kicked off with recognition of Mr. Altiere’s 
and Mr. Lipstein’s  promotions to Sah 
Dan.  We are very lucky to have such 
wonderful Senior Dans to be a part of our 
studio and to be all of our mentors as we 
follow them down the Tang Soo Do path. 

 Mr. Altiere and Mr. Lipstein provided 
a summary of all the community service 
projects the Dojang participated in 
throughout 2009.  The number of 
individuals in our studio that participate in 
any or all of the projects is fantastic.  I am 
reminded that it takes only one person to 
make a difference; our studio has certainly 
touched many people’s lives in quite a 
variety of ways.  Let’s keep that up in 
2010. 

 With Mrs. Kristen Winsko receiving a 
special recognition plaque for her services 
within the World Tang Soo Do 
Association, the awards portion of the 
evening began.  Recipients of this year’s 
awards were:  Student of the Year – 
Dr. Anil Menon; Instructor of the Year – 
Mr. Scott Summers; Family of the Year – 
The Pulley Family.  The Sam Dans 
awarded the Roundtable Award for 2009 
to Mrs. Sharon Vaughn, for all of her work 
that she does behind the scenes to keep 
the studio running smoothly. 

 Following the awards presentations, 
Kwan Chang Nim had an opportunity to 
speak to us for a short while.  It was nice 
to hear about the future of the World Tang 
Soo Do Association and the new 
headquarters building.  A picnic will be 
held on the grounds after the 2010 World 
Tang Soo Do World Tournament in July.  
This is a very exciting time for all of us. 

 This year’s party included three 
demonstrationsMthe Black Belt Special 
Dragons performed Bassai.  Mr. David 
Bower, Ms. Rebecca Bricklin, Mr. Jeff 
Stotz, and Ms. Clare Hammond did a 
fantastic job!  This was a very nice 
addition to the performances provided at 
our holiday party. 

 Following the Special Dragons 
performance, Dr. Rosenkrans presented 
Vaughn’s Dojang’s All Star Team.  Katie 
Maningas, Savannah Mudd, Alec 
Thompson, Anna Thompson, Marcene 
Ameer, Lucas Froman, Katie Price, 
Mason Lucas, Michael D’Annunzio, and 
Nicky Roberts entertained us with a 
wonderful demonstration which 
included a knife form and breaking. 

 Lastly, Vaughn’s Dojang’s 
Creativity Demonstration Team 
performed a wonderful 
demonstration.  Kicking off the 
demonstration, we had “Grandma 
Got Run Over by A Reindeer” – 
William Cox made one fantastic 
“grandma” that fought off the two very 
aggressive reindeer – Jordan Mudd 
and Richie Brigandi.  As always, the 

demo included a dance number.  
This year’s performance was to 
“All I Want for Christmas is a 
Hippopotamus” performed by four 
young ladies – Anna Thompson, 
Katie Maningas, Karen Christie, 
and Lauren Cox.  These young ladies 
switched up the dance to include a fight 

scene this year.  The 
annual “Battle of the 
Holidays” took on a 
new look this year.  
Brandon Mentley (St. 
Patrick’s Day) had 
quite the performance 
when he got upset 
playing cards, Daniel 
Peters (Independence 
Day), David Klein 

(Halloween), and Tyler Yazujian (Easter) 
had a great fight scene, but lucky for all of 
us Christmas won out with Alec 
Thompson (Santa) setting all of the others 
straight.  The demonstration concluded 
with breaking done by some of the team 
members. 

 Following dinner and some dancing, 
we had a chance to celebrate Kwan 
Chang Nim’s birthday and Ms. Molly 
Vaughn’s 16th birthday with a couple of 
beautiful cakes. 

 Good food, music and dancing, and 
wonderful company all made for another 
successful Vaughn’s holiday party.  
Looking forward to the 2010 Holiday Party 
– hope that everyone can join in on the 
fun!  Happy New Year and Tang Soo! 

2009 Holiday Party 

By Christine Cox, Cho Dan 
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Vaughn’s Dojang 2009 Major Accomplishments 

Community Service 
January 4 – Conducted a demo for a local church 

February 7 – Conducted a women’s self-defense seminar 

April 19 – Conducted a demo at Owen J. Roberts School 

May 1 – Collected towels for the Main Line Animal Shelter 

May 23 – The Sam Dans volunteered at the Freedoms Foundation to repair fences 

May 31 – Marched in the Malvern Parade 

August 22 – Sponsored a Red Cross blood drive 

September – Conducted a fundraiser for a family from Vietnam 

September - December – Conducted a women’s self-defense program at the Pottstown YWCA 

September 30 – Made a $2,000 donation to the Phoenixville YMCA Scholarship Fund 

October 30 – Participated in the Pottstown YMCA Halloween Safehouse 

November – Collected items for the Bethesda Project for the homeless in Philadelphia 

November 26 – Served food to the homeless at the Bethesda Project in Philadelphia 

December – Collected Toys for Tots 

 

Dojang Events 
January 16-18 – Mr. Lipstein attended the West Coast Ki Gong Clinic 

January 24 – Continued the Hapkido program 

March 20 – Master Vaughn, Mr. Altiere, Mr. Lipstein, and Mrs. Winsko attended the Masters’ Clinic 

April 26 – Hosted the Region 8 Dan Test and assisted as conductors, etc. 

May 2 – Conducted our annual spring cleaning 

May 29-30 – Several of our students attended or assisted at the Youth Black Belt Camp 

June12-14 – Attended Adult Black Belt Camp 

June 6 – The Demo Team held their annual car wash 

August 9 – Several students attended the East Coast Region 8 Tournament 

September 19-21 – Several of our students attended the East Coast Ki Gong Clinic 

October 10 – Hosted a judging clinic 

October 23 -24 – Several students participated in the Region 8 Championship; our Creativity Team won 3rd Place 

November 7 – Conducted our in-house tournament 

November 18 / December 5 – Presented our “State of the Dojang” to the Black Belts 

All Year – Hosted the Leadership classes 

 

Black Belt Promotions 
Master Vaughn was promoted to 6th Dan in Hapkido 

Mr. Frank Altiere, Dr. Brad Feuston, Mr. Sandy Lipstein, Ms. Jane Maher, Mr. Ken Manuszak, Mr. Brandon Mentley, 
Mr. Rick Mentley, Dr. David Painter, Dr. Wayne Rosenkrans, Dr. Scott Thompson, and Mrs. Kristen Winsko received 
their 1st Dan Hapkido certifications 

Mr. Ray Salas received his 2nd Dan Hapkido certification 

Mr. Altiere and Mr. Lipstein were promoted to Sah Dan 

 

April: Sam Dan: Rick Mentley and Ray Salas 

E Dan: Sarah DeSalvo, Linda Huller, David Klein, Katie Maningas, Ken Manuszak, and Jim Raby 
Cho Dan: Cris Agonoy, Christine Cox, Emily Klein, Jenifer Mudd, Jordan Mudd, Jacob Quin, and 

John Stanley 
 

September: E Dan: Mukund Balaskandan and Aiden Price 

Cho Dan: Myles Jaffe and Jason Minehart 
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients: 

 November December January 

Adults  

Audubon – Shannon Mudd – 

Phoenixville – Kyle Robertson – 

 

Youth  

Audubon John Moomaw Rachel Rosetti Victoria Yetnick 

Phoenixville Abigail & Victoria Gaunter Morgan Bieler Shea Coulter 

Pottstown Casey Schmidt Dylan Brandt Lance Kokonos 

2009 Instructor of the Year – Mr. Scott Summers 

2009 Student of the Year – Dr. Anil Menon 

2009 Roundtable Award – Mrs. Sharon Vaughn 

2009 Family of the Year – The Pulley Family 
2009 Special Recognition Award – Mrs. Kristen Winsko 

And To: 
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 We recently celebrated the beginning 
of another new year.  While we are all 
familiar with celebrations to usher in a 
New Year here in the United States, I 
thought it would be interesting to learn a 
little about how the New Year is 
celebrated in Korea. 

 Koreans celebrate based on the 
Lunar calendar as well as the Solar 
calendar.  The Lunar New Year holiday 
(which is more commonly known by those 
in the US as the Chinese New Year) is an 
important holiday, known as Seol-lal.  
Seol-lal is celebrated over a 3-day period, 
which begins at sunset on the day of the 
second new moon after the winter 
solstice.  Typically, the holiday falls during 
February. 

 Koreans celebrate family and their 
ancestry on Seol-lal.  Ancestral rites 
(called charye) are often observed and 
involve the preparation and offering of 
food and the wearing of traditional Korean 
clothes (a hanbok).  The honoring of one’s 
ancestors is the most important part of the 
day. 

 The traditional food prepared 
includes rice cake soup (eating this soup 

is considered good luck), meat, vegetable 
and fish dishes, as well as jeon (pancakes 
containing vegetables), jeok (grilled 
meat), and po (dried slices of fish).  All the 
food prepared on Seol-lal are known as 
saechan.  Drinks such as sujeonggwa (a 
sweet drink) are known as saeju.  
However, the most common (and most 
important according to some research) 
food prepared is tteokguk.  This is a broth 
made with beef or chicken, and eating a 
bowl symbolically means that the person 
eating it is now a year older.  Food 
prepared is offered in a specific manner, 
and is placed on a table in a particular 
order.  This is all part of the way the 
ancestors are honored. 

 Another important part of the Seol-lal 
tradition involves a special bow.  As we in 
the dojang know, bowing is an important 

part of Korean culture and tradition, as 
well as a way to show respect.  On Seol-
lal the special bow is performed by 
children in front of their elders.  Known as 
sebae, the bow is done differently than 
the bow we observe when entering the 
dojang or bowing to senior members of 
the dojang.  This bow is performed by 
kneeling down and then bowing politely.  
In return, the elder presents food and 
drink (and children often receive money, 
called sebaetdon).  This is done after 
conducting the ancestral rites and is 
typically followed by seongmyo, which is a 
visit to ancestral graves. 

 There are other customs and beliefs 
associated with the New Year.  There is a 
Korean belief that if one sleeps on New 
Year’s eve, one’s eyebrows will turn 
white.  Lights of every room in a house 
are often kept on all night in order to 
welcome the New Year with brightness 
and open eyes.  Another custom includes 
the hanging of a bokjori (a strainer made 
of bamboo strips) which is thought to 
bring good luck and happiness in the New 
Year. 

Seol-lal 
By Kristen Winsko, Sam Dan  

2010 Dojang Calendar 
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Tell us what you think! 

newsletter@vaughnsdojang.com 

 

Please give us feedback on any of the 

following.  Send an article to liven up the 

material!  We appreciate your input! 

• Send an article or pictures 

• Suggestions for newsletter content or 

layout 

• Comments on specific articles 

• Comments on specific events 

• Any future events you would like to see? 

• Any events that were disappointing?  

Why? 

Want Ads!!! 

Cho Dan Bos!  You 

should be assigned to a 

committee or a Black 

Belt for assistant 

teaching.  Please 

contact Mr. Altiere if you 

are not already 

assigned. 


